INTELLIGENCE is beautiful, and the smart, sophisticated design of the ultimate urban crossover proves it. Nissan QASHQAI combines stunning looks with efficient aerodynamics to help you enjoy enlightened city driving AT ITS BEST.
SPORTS PACK EXCLUSIVE DESIGN.

SPORTS pack is Qashqai unleashed with an exhilarating sporty look and feel. From the body-painted exterior details to exclusive 19” alloy wheels and the black headliner, it raises the game every trip.

SPORTY TOUCHES FROM BUMPER TO BUMPER

- Silver detailing on the rear bumper, mirrors, and side mouldings
- Premium interior with black headliner
- Exclusive 19” Diamond Cut Wind alloy wheels in dark grey

DYNAMIC PACK AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS

- GREY - M - KAD
- MAGNETIC RED - M - NAJ
- PEARL WHITE - M - QAB
- VIVID BLUE - M - RCA
- PEARL ESSENTIAL BLACK - M - Z11
THINK IN SYNC.
MOVE INTO A NEW ERA.

Nissan Intelligent Mobility is redefining the way we power, drive and integrate our cars into our lives. For the QASHQAI, it is about a suite of intelligent technologies that increase safety and make you more confident behind the wheel. From Intelligent Park Assist to Intelligent Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Recognition, Nissan QASHQAI is looking out for you and those around you.
It’s never looked better, or felt better: featuring a stunning range of striking updates, including a sleek headlamp design, alloy wheels and a robust front grille and hood design, the QASHQAI is more sophisticated and dynamic than ever.
FINE-TUNED TO PERFECTION.

Take control with confidence behind the premium sports steering wheel, while QASHQAI's panoramic glass roof with one-touch electric shade lets the light pour in.

PREMIUM QUALITY AND COMFORT.

Sports D-shaped steering wheel  Panoramic glass roof with one-touch electric shade  Premium Nappa leather trim with 3D quilting  4-way Power lumbar support with driver seat memory function
MORE ACTION LESS DISTRACTION.

The QASHQAI's Advanced Drive-Assist Display puts all your info right in front of you - just toggle between the screens using the steering wheel controls. Easy.
NEW NISSIONCONNECT

The all new Infotainment system on Qashqai comes with exciting new features like 3D Maps, Smartphone Integration, Voice Commands & multi touch 7” screen which you can customise as per your convenience. New NissionConnect also brings the familiar experience of your smartphone via Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto®.

- **3D MAPS.** Navigate your way around the world with 3D maps.
- **CUSTOMIZE HOME MENU.** Display your most frequently used features like audio, call history and traffic information.
- **VOICE RECOGNITION.** Press the talk button on steering wheel to safely use voice commands for Navigation, Music & Phone.
- **SINGLE LINE SEARCH.** Fast & Convenient search for destination or Point of Interests.

**YOUR MUSIC. YOUR WAY** Access your music using Bluetooth, USB or connect with Apple CarPlay or Android Auto.
INTELLIGENT INTEGRATION
TO MAKE YOUR CAR A MORE PRODUCTIVE SPACE.

Plan your trip ahead based on Real Time Traffic. Send destination to car or locate your parked vehicle using the Door to Door Navigation App. Your navigation system can be updated Over the Air delivered via your Smartphone or by connecting to external WiFi Hotspot. TomTom Premium Traffic and Map Updates are free for 5 Years.

PREMIUM TRAFFIC DATA. Get Accurate time to destination (ETA) information before you leave based on Real Time Traffic and decide the best route to your destination.

FREE MAP UPDATES. Get over The Air Updates or download them via USB to keep your system up to date. With New NissanConnect, Map Updates and Premium Traffic are free for the first 5 Years.

PUSH DESTINATION TO CAR VIA A COMPUTER OR THE MOBILE APP. Send Destination to Car using any interface and plan your trip before leaving.

DOOR-TO-DOOR NAVIGATION. The Mobile App enables you to navigate end to end, from where you parked your car to your destination.

DOOR-TO-DOOR NAVIGATION APP
Download the Door-to-Door Navigation App on your Smartphone and access all your maps on your next generation NissanConnect multi-touch display screen.

NAVIGATION POWERED BY TOMTOM
RESERVE THOSE SEATS.

They're the best in the house: with their monoform design and finished in high quality Nappa leather with soft 3D quilting, the seats in the Nissan QASHQAI envelope you in lasting, luxurious comfort.*

*Nappa leather is only available on Tekna+ grade. Some parts of leather seats contain artificial leather.
**ROOM WITH A VIEW.**

*Keep an open mind - There's always space for more. Fold down a rear seat or make a flat floor for bulky gear, and use those smart storage spaces to avoid clutter.*

*Luggage board system available from N-Connecta grade

Nissan's divide-and-hide cargo system with adjustable shelves and dividers offers a variety of configurations.

A bucket-type glove box and phone-holder with USB/12V power sockets and a twin cup holder come in very handy.

*430L BOOT SPACE

1,598L WITH FOLDED SEATS

401 litres of boot space on Tekna and Tekna+ grades 1,569 litres of boot space with folded seats on Tekna and Tekna+ grades.*
SEE MORE AROUND YOU
A WHOLE NEW PERSPECTIVE.

Parking and manoeuvring is a breeze when you've got an extra pair of eyes. The Nissan Intelligent Around-View Monitor uses four cameras to give you a virtual bird's-eye view of your QASHQAI with selectable split-scene close-ups of the front, rear and kerbside to give you an even better look. You'll be sure to fit into your chosen spot and every move you make will be simpler and more precise.
GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT
RELAX, YOU'RE NOT ALONE.

Nissan Intelligent Mobility is taking your driving experience to the next level. It’s bringing you and your QASHQAI closer through Intelligent Driving technologies that make you feel more confident and in control. It’s turning driving into a more exhilarating experience and making the road a better place to be everyday.

INTELLIGENT PARK ASSIST WITH REAR CROSS-TRAFFIC ALERT
Let QASHQAI take over steering duties in tight parking spots and let Rear Cross-Traffic Alert warn you of approaching traffic when you are reversing.

*Available from Tekna grade

PARALLEL PARKING  |  BAY PARKING  |  REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT  |  MOVING OBJECT DETECTION
ProPILOT, YOUR PARTNER FOR A SMARTER, MORE CONFIDENT DRIVE

Ready, set... enjoy. With Nissan ProPILOT*, you can free yourself from driving stress while QASHQAI takes care of the little things. Just check the road conditions, switch it on and make the most of your journey. It turns your daily trip down the motorway into one of the best parts of the day.

**PROPILOT**

**HELPS KEEP YOU CENTERED IN THE LANE**
Monitors lane markings and helps steer the car to keep you centered in the lane.

**KEEPS AND ADJUSTS SPEED**
Adjusts your car speed to maintain safe distance according to the flow of traffic.

**EASES DRIVING IN HEAVY TRAFFIC**
Based on the traffic flow, it can bring your QASHQAI to a complete stop and then bring it back up to speed when traffic starts moving again.

* ProPILOT is available on a limited range of vehicles. ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot prevent collisions. ProPILOT is intended for “Eyes on/Hands On” for motorways only (road separated by barriers). It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be able to take control of the vehicle at any time.
INTELLIGENT LANE INTERVENTION.
This technology gives you a visual alert as well as assistance through subtle wheel braking to guide you back into the lane when drifting out without indicating.

INTELLIGENT EMERGENCY BRAKING WITH PEDESTRIAN RECOGNITION. QASHQAI looks out for you - and those around you. If there are any objects in your way, this system will warn you. It will even help you to reduce speed if necessary.

INTELLIGENT AUTO HEADLIGHTS WITH ADAPTIVE FRONT LIGHTING SYSTEM.
QASHQAI's sleek headlamps intelligently light your way by automatically turning on when it gets dark or when you enter a tunnel or underground car park. - and automatically turning off when you stop. The Adaptive Front Lighting System controls light distribution to improve your visibility at night. On a winding road, it will change the lighting pattern to compensate for the curve and at a crossroads, it will illuminate your chosen direction – left or right.

GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT, STEPS IN WHEN YOU NEED IT.
Nissan's Intelligent Driving technologies are always on the alert and ready to step in to keep you out of trouble.
Nissan's Intelligent Driving technologies use advanced radar technology to constantly monitor activity going on around you, keeping tabs on the traffic and helping you handle any unexpected situations.

**TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION.** This system keeps you up to date with the latest speed limit by detecting road signs as you go.

**BLIND SPOT WARNING.** Boost your vision: the system will warn you if there are vehicles in the blind spots diagonally behind the car.

SEE MORE AROUND YOU
IT SENSES MOVEMENT AND WARNS YOU.

Nissan's Intelligent Driving technologies use advanced radar technology to constantly monitor activity going on around you, keeping tabs on the traffic and helping you handle any unexpected situations.
INTELLIGENT ENGINE BRAKE. This technology adds engine braking to the Xtronic automatic transmission, applying greater control when cornering or braking. By minimising the frequency and effort normally required to brake the vehicle, the system increases driver comfort and safety.

DRIVE MORE LIKE A PRO
GAIN CONFIDENCE, OWN THE ROAD.
So agile and responsive, so smooth to handle, so supple and yet secure: the QASHQAI is an engaging drive thanks to Nissan’s innovative Chassis Control technology.

INTELLIGENT 4x4. Off road or on road, the QASHQAI’s 4x4 technology maximises tyre traction. Using advanced sensors, the Intelligent 4x4 system monitors the traction at the wheels and by measuring wheel slip, instantly redistributes torque by up to 50% to the rear wheels.

INTELLIGENT RIDE CONTROL. Take the rough with the smooth. This system applies subtle braking to prevent disturbance when encountering bumps and ensures a comfortably smooth ride.
DRIVE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

OPTIMISE YOUR PERFORMANCE.

Feel more in control of your drive thanks to the technologically advanced performance of the Qashqai new powertrain line up. Fully engineered to respect the environment, it reduces running costs while delivering even more power and torque for a smoother response, faster acceleration and quick, clean overtaking.

1.3L NEW PETROL ENGINE. Available in 140 or 160 PS, our new engine is designed and engineered to boost driving pleasure while improving energy efficiency to meet rigorous new European norms.

For the engine performance data such as CO₂ emissions and fuel consumption please refer to model technical data sheet available in the brochure and at the dealership.
ELEGANCE PACK  REFINED YOUR RIDE.
Pack your QASHQAI with elegance and refinement. Start your accessory selection with a set of stylish finishers for the front and rear. Then take it all the way with black accents. Put your own signature on QASHQAI by selecting a bi-colored alloy wheels, illuminated entry guards or welcome lighting. Superb. Your QASHQAI reflects your signature.

- **19” WIND chrome diamond cut dark grey**
- **19” IBISCUS glossy black**
- **Rear black accent**
- **Also available in pearl white**
- **Mirror caps, chrome**
- **Rear bumper finisher, chrome**
- **Also available in glossy black**
- **Front styling plate, silver**
- **Also available in glossy black**
- **19” bi-coloured black and white**
- **Full trunk protection**
- **Child seat**
- **Side step**
- **Side bar illuminated**
- **Black rubber mat, velour mats, luxury textile mats**

CROSSOVER PACK  ASSERT YOUR STYLE.
There’s no style without substance. Give your QASHQAI an edge with a pack of front and rear styling plates combined with 19” alloy wheels, and get kitted out with handy accessories like a like sturdy kid’s table.

- **CROSSOVER PACK  ASSERT YOUR STYLE.**
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REQUEST A TEST DRIVE
COLOURS

- **Vivid Blue - Premium Metallic - RCA**
- **Chestnut Bronze - Premium Metallic - CAN**
- **Storm White - Pearlescent - QAB**
- **White - S - 324**
- **16” Steel Wheel**
- **17” Aero Alloy Wheel**
- **18” Two Tone Alloy Wheel**
- **19” Alloy (Free Option on Tekna+)**
- **Blade Silver - Metallic - KYD**
- **Blade Silver - Metallic - KAD (M)**
- **Nightshade - Metallic - GAB**
- **Pearl Black - Metallic - Z11 (M)**
- **Ink Blue - Metallic - RBN**
- **Magnetic Red - Metallic - NAU (M)**
- **Flame Red - Solid - Z10**
- **(*) Sports Pack standard on Tekna+.”

WHEELS

- **16” Steel Wheel**
- **17” Aero Alloy Wheel**
- **18” Two Tone Alloy Wheel**
- **19” Alloy**

DIMENSIONS

- Wheelbase: 2646mm
- Overall length: 4394mm
- Overall width: 1806mm
- Overall height: 1590mm

TRIMS

- **Visia**
  - **Black Charcoal**
  - **Antarctic Cloth, Monofom Style Seats**
- **N-Connecta**
  - **Black Graphite**
  - **Graphite Part Leather / Part Cloth, Monofom Style Seats**
- **Tekna**
  - **Graphite Part Leather / Part Cloth, Monofom Style Seats**
- **Tekna +**
  - **Black Premium Nappa Leather, Monofom Style Seats**
- **Tekna + Option**
  - **Plush Premium Nappa Leather, Monofom Style Seats**

*Some parts of leather seats contain artificial leather.
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We build in quality from the outset, meticulously conceiving each car to make them more comfortable and more durable through innovative design, intelligent technology and thoughtful details inspired by you.

We work with our intelligent driving systems to constantly look out for you and help you avoid any mishaps for a bolder, more confident driving experience day after day. Our Around View Monitor uses 4 cameras to give you a virtual birds eye view of your car in its surroundings.

We push our cars to the limit to guarantee their daily performance and reliability. We travel millions of kilometres in pre-production tests, open and close doors and bonnets thousands of times a day and even use real volcanic dust from Japan to test window resistance.

Our commitment to quality is best demonstrated by you. Search for testimonials, reviews and ratings online or find out what people are saying about Nissan on Reevoo. It’s the best place to compare vehicles and get real answers from real owners you can trust.

https://www.nissan.co.uk/vehicles/new-vehicles/qashqai/customer-reviews.html

At Nissan, we do everything with the customer in mind. Every action and decision we make, is made with the utmost care, precision and quality because ultimately, it’s for you. From conception to car construction, from testing to transparency, from customer service to commitment. Quality is in every fine detail.

AT NISSAN,
WE FOCUS ON QUALITY.
OUR PROMISE. YOUR EXPERIENCE

THERE'S NO TIME LIMIT ON HOW LONG YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM OUR PROMISES.
IF YOU HAVE JOINED THE YOU+NISSAN PROGRAM, AND WANT TO BE SPOKEN TO IN A GENUINE,
OPEN AND HONEST MANNER, WE WILL LOOK AFTER YOU. THAT IS OUR PROMISE.

FREE COURTESY CAR
We promise to keep you on the road whilst your car is being serviced. Book in advance and we'll ensure that a free courtesy car is available for you. We even have electric cars available at select service points, and a range of other transport solutions to suit your needs.

SERVICE PRICE MATCH
We promise to deliver the highest care for your Nissan thanks to the expertise of Nissan trained teams and the use of Nissan genuine parts. We simply know best how to service your Nissan, and to guarantee best value for money, Nissan will price match like-for-like quotes within 10km of your local dealer.

FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK
We promise to give your car a free health check prior to any work being carried out, so you know exactly what needs to be done, and how much it will cost. All our prices are also fully accessible online and at our dealers.

LIFETIME NISSAN ASSISTANCE
We promise to keep you on the road 24/7. Should anything unexpected happen, we guarantee 24-hour Nissan assistance, whatever the age of your Nissan.

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ANYTHING. JUST CALL 0800 000 000 AND WE'LL BE RIGHT THERE.

SERVICE CONTRACTS
Nissan Service Contract is the best way to give your Nissan QASHQAI the maintenance it deserves! We take good care of your Nissan whilst keeping your aftercare at fix price over years. While bringing your car at our dealership, we will change your parts and fluids in accordance with Nissan official service schedule and perform check ups for peace of mind journeys. Total budget and plan control, Nissan will inform you of due visits and propose the most suitable service and timing for your services.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the 3 Years/60,000 miles warranty for a longer period or mileage. Select the contract that best suits your driving usage. In case of a repair, only Nissan genuine parts will be used and fitted by Nissan trained technicians.

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT THE BEST IN US.
You spark our imagination. You provoke our ingenuity. You inspire us to change the rules and innovate. And at Nissan, innovation is not just about additions and extensions; it’s about crossing the line to reinvent the status quo. It’s about developing unexpected solutions to satisfy your wildest and most pragmatic desires. At Nissan, we design cars, accessories and services that break the mould - making the practical exciting and the exciting practical to offer you a more exhilarating driving experience everyday.

NISSAN QASHQAI OFFERS YOU:

3-YEAR WARRANTY OR 60,000 MILES (whichever comes first)
YEARLY OR 18,000 MILES INTERVAL FOR 1.3 PETROL AND 1.5 DIESEL ENGINES
YEARLY OR 12,500 MILES INTERVAL FOR 1.7 DIESEL ENGINES
Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. At Nissan, we use new technologies to transform cars from mere transportation. Together, the journey is more confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it is cars that share the task of driving or highways that charge your EV as you go along, it’s all in the very near future.
And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

visit our website at: www.nissan.co.uk